Syria Is Not A Strategic
Priority For Washington
WASHINGTON – It is clear that Russia, as the key ally of
president Assad of Syria, has taken a lead role in trying to
set the stage for a final peace settlement regarding this
tragically battered country. The recent Sochi meeting in which
president Putin hosted president Rouhani of Iran and president
Erdogan of Turkey seems to illustrate a resurgent Russia once
again playing a key role in the Middle East.
America in retreat?
In Washington, the defenders of the (frankly defunct) myth of
Pax Americana sounded alarm bells. “America is in full retreat
—they admonish us— and the bad guys are filling the void. We
are losing ground, while they are gaining”.
Indeed. But here is the question. Is the American national
interest really profoundly impacted by who is in control in
Syria? What’s so important about Syria from Washington’s
standpoint? Well, very little. Sure enough, is we look at a
map of the Middle East, we can see that a firm Russian
foothold into Syria, plus continuing Iranian influence there,
changes the geopolitical picture.
Russia and Iran in the lead
True. Still, this being the case, in what way does this
geopolitical realignment affect America’s vital interests?
Syria is now a semi-destroyed and completely impoverished
country. Whoever will exercise influence on Damascus does not
gain that much. In fact, to the extent that the Russians need
to prove that they are real friends of Assad, they would have
to support Damascus financially, for many years. And this may
prove to be quite a burden for a Russian state not exactly
swimming in wealth.

Iran’s influence in Syria is a concern. However, there are
several counterweights within the region to Tehran’s hegemonic
ambitions. From this perspective, it would be prudent for
Washington to continue supporting its traditional Sunni Arab
allies who are actively opposing Tehran’s expansionism.
Middle East no longer of critical importance
That said, even taking all this into account, the idea that
Washington “must” regain its historic role as a key powerful
player in the Middle East has no longer any strong rational
justification.
Of course, until a few years ago, one could have argued that
the Middle East indeed had extraordinary strategic value for
Washington, because it sits on most of the oil the rest of the
world desperately needs.
Well, this argument is far less compelling today, in this new
era of abundant oil supplies in large measure caused by
America’s newly discovered technologies (fracking and
horizontal drilling) that allowed US energy companies to
exploit massive domestic shale oil reserves. Indeed, thanks to
fracking, in just a few years America doubled its oil
production. This is a real game changer.
Besides, if you add to this dramatic domestic oil production
boom increased oil supplies from Canada, plus imports from
Mexico, Colombia, and Venezuela, the U.S. has, or will soon
have, “hemispheric energy independence”. This means that most
of the oil America will need will come from domestic sources
or from imports from reliable neighboring countries, and not
from the Persian Gulf.
Middle Eastern oil not so important
Now, this is a major and completely benign geopolitical
change! In simple language, as the U.S. no longer relies on
Middle Eastern oil for its very economic viability,

controlling events in the region is no longer such a key
priority.
Besides, going forward, the slow but steady emergence of
electric vehicles as commercially plausible alternatives to
gasoline powered cars makes the strategic importance of oil,
and therefore of Middle Eastern oil and whoever owns it or
controls it, progressively far less significant.
Down the line, if you take oil out of the equation, or at
least if you downgrade its strategic value as the (no longer
so) essential fuel for all modern industrial countries, the
Middle East becomes far less important. Absent oil and the
power and wealth that it brings, Taiwan is a far more
significant player in the global economy than Saudi Arabia.
Let Syria go
Bottom line, let’s not fret about who will be in charge in
Damascus. After years of civil war that caused destruction and
millions of refugees, Syria is a disaster, a true basket case.
Even assuming wildly optimistic scenarios, it will take years
and astronomic investments to bring it back to semi normality.
Let Russia worry about all this.

